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Kremlin vows to continue
policies of dead leader
MOSCOW (AP)—The Kremlin
vowed yesterday to continue the
policies of President Leonid I.
Brezhnev, and declared four days
of mourning for the man who led
the Soviet Union for 18 years. One
of the two men mentioned as his
most likely successor was assign
ed to plan the funeral.
No single leader automatically
fell heir to Brezhnev's leadership
posts as president and Communist
Party secretary-general, but the
appointment of former KGB chief
Yuri Andropov, 68, as head of a
committee to plan Monday’s state
funeral, thrust him forward as the
leading candidate.
The other candidate most talked
about is Konstantin Chernenko,
71, a long-time aide to Brezhnev.
The official mourning period
began today and will end Monday
with burial beside the Kremlin wall
on Red Square. Yesterday,
however, workers draped city

buildings with red and black flags
of mourning, and radio and televi
sion broadcast funeral music
almost continuously.
One of the first acts of the
Communist Party and the govern
ment after the announcement of
Brezhnev’s death was to reiterate
his policy to "ensure detente and
disarmament” with the West, but
warning the Soviet Union would
deal "a crushing retaliatory strike"
if threatened by attack.
T his was an in d ic a tio n
Brezhnev’s foreign policy would
be continued.
Brezhnev, 75, died Wednesday
of an apparent heart attack. The
announcement was withheld for
26!6 hours.
Reagan called yesterday for
improved and expanded U.S.S o vie t re la tio n s fo llo w in g
Brezhnev's death, saying “our goal
is and will remain a search for
peace."

Speaker says profits
enhance arms race
By Pam Newbern
Kaimin Senior Editor

There is no sensible use for
nuclear weapons of any kind, a
speaker said yesterday at a noon
forum in the University Center Mall
on the nuclear arms race.
“ It is the responsibility of all of us
to become educated about
national security,” said Beth
Loehmen, a Missoula nurse. She
said there are few problems more
relevant to the individual today
than those of national security and
the nuclear arms race.
Loehman was one of four
speakers at the forum, which was
part of the second annual con
vocation on the nuclear arms race
sponsored by the Union of Con
cerned Scientists and the Student
Action Center.
The United States has a
“weapons economy," said Mike
Kadas, newly-elected legislator
and former SAC director. U.S.

arms manufacturers, he said, have
supported the arms race in order to
make more money.
Kadas said the U.S. economy
needs to be changed in order to
stop the arms race. He said the
economy should be moved toward
smaller businesses, and away from
the larger corporations "that drive
the arms race because they need
more profits."
Kadas said after the forum that
during the next session he hopes
to propose legislation asking the
Legislature to ratify a nuclear
freeze in Montana. Such a resolu
tion would have no legal effect.
Kadas said, however he thought
the military would pay attention to
such a resolution.
The military is not paying atten
tion to Initiative 91, however, said
Sue Silverberg, a member of a
recently formed group, Montanans
Against Freeze Violations.
Silverberg said 1-91, which
Cont. on p, 6

"We as a free people must
always be prepared for change so
when It comes we are ready to
meet new opportunities and
challenges,” Reagan said during a
nationally broadcast evening news
conference from the White House.
The president said he hopes for
improved relations between the
two superpowers “ in a dangerous
time" following Brezhnev’s death.
"I am Optimistic and would have
been without his death that we can
get together,” Reagan said.
Reagan said he intends to keep
pushing for a U.S.-Soviet treaty to
reduce strategic nuclear weapons.
But, "We should not delude
ourselves. Peace is a product of
strength, not weakness,” he said.
Reagan said Vice President
George Bush, who is traveling in
Africa, probably would lead the
U.S. delegation to Brezhnev’s
funeral, adding that he wouldn’t go
because “ it was a plain case of
looking at the schedule.”
There was also speculation the
group would include Secretary of
State George Shultz. It was also
thought that the delegation might
include one or more of the three
former living U.S. presidents—
Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, and
Jimmy Carter. Each had met with
Brezhnev. But White House
sources indicated they would not
be part of the group.

ONE DOWN, ONE UP? Burlington Northern engine No. 792, a “ covered
wagon” built in 1954, sat last week in the Missoula yard waiting to go to
scrap in Tacoma, Wash. This engine, painted a two-tone green, once
pulled the Northern Pacific's North Coast Limited across Montana.
(Photo by Sam Richards.)

Am trak stops in Missoula
for first time in 3 years

out financing of the train. Amtrak
would pay 55 percent of the
Amtrak made its first stop in Mis operating costs the first year, but
soula in more than three years thereafter the states would have to
yesterday morning when an in
pick up 60 percent of the tab. The
spection train carrying Amtrak
states and Amtrak would split
equipment costs.
officials, dignitaries and invited
Jim Larson, assistant vice presi
guests pulled into towns amid
television camera crews and the dent for Amtrak in Washington
Big Sky High School Marching
D.C., agreed with Melcher about
the technical success of the train,
Band.
Reagan spoke near the end of a
The train is travelling part of the
but added he didn’t know if North
day that began when he was old North Coast Hiawatha route— Dakota would come through with
awakened shortly after 3:30 a.m. the Fargo, N.D. to Spokane, Wash,
its share of the operating money.
with word on Brezhnev’s death. sections—with officials studying
The train arrived from Helena
During the day, administration the feasibility of reviving tri-weekly
around 9 a.m., about half an hour
officials cautioned against an passenger train service along this
early. People were allowed inside
ticipating any sudden shifts in U.S. part of the old “southern route.”
two of the train's three cars. One of
policy toward the Soviet Union as a About 120 people welcomed the
the cars was a new Superliner
result of the change in leadership
sleeper, and impressed onlookers
train to Missoula.
there.
with its modern interior.
Sen. John Melcher, D-Mont.,
The train was scheduled to go to
Some sources said Chernenko who rode the train from Bismarck,
Paradise via Arlee and Dixon,
ultimately might take over, but that N.D. to Missoula, said the trip was
return to Missoula yesterday after
Moscow Communist Party boss excellent:
noon and go to Spokane.
Viktor Grishin could emerge as a
“The tracks are in great shape,
Peyton Moncure, a former Mon
compromise. Another man once and there are no hindrances about
tana representative of the National
considered in line for a leading getting this train (the North Coast
A s s o c ia tio n
o f R a ilr o a d
post, Andrei Kirilenko, is said to be Hiawatha) on once North Dakota
Passengers, said it was important
in poor health and to have retired and Montana work out details."
to bring the train back because it’s
The two states have yet to work
from the Kremlin leadership.
more environmentally acceptable
than a plane, the tracks are already
in place, and it would save tax
payers money by reducing the
need for highway construction and
repairs.
Moncure recommended writing
President Ronald Reagan and the sponsors several organizations
state congressmen as the most
U.S. Congress to stop the sale of whose members are not always
effective way of voicing support for
U.S. technology to the Soviet Birchers. Missoula TRIM (Tax
the train.
Union and for the termination of all Reform IMmediately) is one such
The last run of the old North
loans, credits and most favored group. This group published the
Coast Hiawatha was made in June
nation trade status to all com voting record of Rep. Pat Williams
1979 after ridership fell slightly
on selected appropriation bills in
munist countries.
short of quotas set by Amtrak. The
The United States recently the Missoulian during the past
Northern Pacific (and later the
suspended Poland from the list of election.
Burlington Northern) operated the
Society members meet each
most favored nations as a protest
North Coast Limited, a luxury train
of the outlawing of the Solidarity month for discussion and to plan
from Chicago to Seattle, until May
trade union. Most favored nation activities. Each member is en
1971 when Amtrak took over all
trade status allows a country couraged to write three letters a intercity passenger service in the
reduced or suspended tariffs on month to congressmen and
U.S. U ntil May 1971, the
the goods it imports into the newspapers.
Milwaukee Road operated their
McFadden
said
he
heard
about
United States.
own Hiawatha luxury trains.
the
society
in
Spokane
and
wrote
According to McFadden, the
The Chicago-Tacoma Olympian
John Birch Society is an for information. Bill Schulte, a Hiawatha, which ran on the
educational organization and is regional coordinator, later visited
Milwaukee through Missoula, was
non-partisan. The society also
Cont. on p. 6 discontinued in 1961.
By Sam Richards
Kaimin Reporter

Bilateral nuclear freeze not desirable, possible,
says chapter leader of John Birch Society
By Charles F. Mason

Chase Manhattan, for fueling the
arms race by supplying loans and
As part of a world conspiracy, credits to the Soviet Union and
the United States is arming the other socialist countries. Accor
Soviet Union, says the Missoula ding to McFadden, this constant
chapter leader of The John Birch “transfusion” of money and
technology has kept the socialist
Society.
"We'd be ahead of them if we economies operating.
"Americans shouldn't be allow
froze American money and
technology to them,” Rich Mc- ed to commit treason,” he said.
"The monopoly capitalists are
Fadden said.
McFadden, a University of Mon making it possible for the com
tana senior in forestry, said a munists to destroy us"’
McFadden wouldn't say how
bilateral nuclear freeze is not
many people belong to the Mis
possible or desirable.
"We want to freeze the soula chapter but said it's one of
Russians." he said. “The Russians the smallest in the state.
“This is a very liberal town.”
will never allow verification.”
The Missoula chapter is cir
McFadden blames U.S. bankers,
such as David Rockefeller of culating a petition which calls on

Kaimin Reporter

Opinions
Koop hazardous
to video gaming
"We've got trouble — right here in our country. That's trouble
with a capital T and that rhymes with V and that stands for video
games."
The huckster in The Music Man whipped the residents of River
City into a dither by warning them of the dangers of allowing
their children to play pool. If Meredith Willson were writing the
musical today, he would probably substitute video games for
pool. Perhaps also he would get rid of the con artist/salesman
character altogether and replace him with a pediatric surgeon/U.S. surgeon general.

Kaimin editorial
C. Everett Koop, the real-life surgeon general, told an
audience at the University of Pittsburgh’s Western Psychiatric
Institute and Clinic Tuesday that video games cause
"aberrations of childhood behavior” and are addictive to teen
agers and younger children.
"They are into it body and soul,” he said, adding that “the kind
the kids like and are addicted to are Martians coming in that have
to be killed, the enemy is coming here (and) you have to zap
them." Such violence, he claimed, may make some children too
ready to accept or perpetrate real violence, saying that perhaps
when the violence is off the screen “ it's a little bit more fun
because it’s real and you’re right there.”
Video games, Koop said, cause “tensions, sleeplessness in
kids and dreams that have to do with the things they have been
doing all day.”
The Amusement Game Manufacturers Association, naturally,
objected to these statements. Koop responded by saying,
“Nothing in my remarks should be interpreted as implying that
video games are per se violent in nature or harmful to children.”
In a sense he's right — his comments didn't imply video games
can be hazardous to your health: they stated it straight out.
Koop also said that his statements were his personal opinions
and not those of the Public Health Service he heads. But a
person in such high office as surgeon general cannot be so
separated from the position as to be able to make statements
about health without having the power of the office seeming to
be behind the statements. Were Koop not the U.S. surgeon
general, his remarks would probably not have made the
headlines they did.
Without scientific evidence to back them, Koop’s statements
are personal biases. One could as easily claim that, because in
many video games it is impossible to overcome all the obstacles,
young people will learn from them to strive onward — even when
all seems hopeless — instead of giving into despair.
Koop has admitted that he has no scientific evidence on the
effect of video games on children, but that is not enough.
Because Koop is surgeon general, his statements have been
given more credence than they deserve. Because he is surgeon
general, he should retract those statements.
Brian L. Rygg

L e tte rs
Call for rights
Editor: Since June 20, 1981, the day
Khomeini's regime turned the peaceful
demonstration of half a million people
in Tehran into a blood-bath, nearly
15.000 people have been executed.
Those executed range from 9-year-old
girls, teen-agers, and whole families to
elderly people, and even pregnant
women. In Iran, on the average, one
person is executed every 25 minutes.
Furthermore, there are over 45,000
political prisoners under constant
torture. There have been numerous
cases of death under torture. Types of
torture include: rape of imprisoned
girls and women, maiming, mutilation,
draining the blood completely out of
the body, flogging, burning the skin to

w v w
E d ito r 's N o te : U n ite d
Feature Syndicate is re
sending last week’s missing
"Garfield" strips to the
Kaimin by special delivery.
They should appear in the
Kaimin next week, along with
th e s t r ip s r e g u la r ly
scheduled for that week,
which have already arrived.
W vw w w vw w w w v

the bone, starvation, psychological
torture such as mock executions,. . .
What do we want?
• freedom
of 45,000 political
prisoners in Iran
• an end to torture and execution in
Iran
• international observing missions
to be sent to Iran
• all international organizations
(such as the U.N.) to use all possible
means to stop Khomeini's atrocities
• all governments around the world
to condemn the brutalities of Khomeini
and cut their diplomatic relations with
his regime.
What can you do?
Time after time, it has been proven
that international pressure can reduce
the extent of. torture and execution in
Iran. Khomeini's recent statements
indicate that the condemnation by
democratic and progressive forces
around the world has had considerable
effect. Thus, the freedom-loving peo
ple of the world can be directly
instrumental in preventing such
atrocities.
You can help by:
• sending letters of condemnation
to Khomeini at Jamaran in Tehran, Iran
• writing letters of concern to the
in t e r n a t i o n a l
h u m a n - r ig h t s
organizations, such as the Inter
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The Innocent B ystander
True grit
Once upon a time, a troop of Boy
Scouts was lost in a seemingly endless
thicket.
They wandered this way and that.
Sometimes, things got a little better.
Sometimes, they got a little worse.
Although they never got terribly awful,
they never got wonderfully good,
either. So the boys groused and
complained and wished that someone
would come along and tell them which
way to go.
As though in answer to their prayers,
a handsome, elderly Scoutmaster
magically appeared. The Scoutmaster
exuded good cheer and confidence.
The very sight of him made the boys
feel better.
"Make no mistake, lads,” he said,
frowning sincerely. (He always frowned
sincerely unless he was making quips,
of which he was inordinately fond.) “ t
will have you out of this thicket in two
winks of a gnat’s eyelash.”
And off he ploughed dead ahead
right through the thickest tangle of the
tangled thicket.
A few of the boys muttered nervously
that they certainly hoped their new
Scoutmaster knew where he was
going. But most were impressed with
his admirable sense of purpose. So
they fell in behind him with high hopes
and good spirits.
Well, the brambles scratched and the
sun beat down on the little troop. In no
time, the boys were sweaty and tired

national Red Cross, Amnesty Inter
national, the United Nations Human
Rights Commission
• writing to the media and ask them
to reflect the news concerning
Khomeini’s atrocities.
Sadik All Shabdar
junior, pharmacy

Thank you
Editor: The Missoula Poverello Center
wants to thank the Christian Campus
Ministries and people involved for their
concerned action in the annual FAST
FOR A WORLD HARVEST and SKATEA-THON. "People who participated
reminded themselves and those
around them that many people are
hungry not one day but every day."
Funds saved were directed to the
Poverello Center and Oxford Famine
Relief Agency (OXFAM).
If you are interested in helping
Poverello with Thanksgiving an hour or
two give us a call: 728-1809. Thanks
from the board members and Staff!
Jay Truitt
Sister Anne Kovis
Poverello Center
535 Ryman St.

Dirt mounds
Editor: Brickbats to the construction
crews who thoughtlessly blocked
access to the wooden pedestrian/bicycle bridge on the north end of campus
with dirt mounds. Bicyclists especially
are finding this a real headache, as the
only other feasible route to the campus
from across the river, the Madison
Street Bridge, is neither as convenient
nor as safe as the wooden bridge.
Instead of obstructing the flow of nonmotorized traffic, why doesn't the
university take some positive steps to
encourage it, for example by paving the
dirt road from the base of the wooden
bridge to the Rec Annex?
Ben Berto
graduate student,
regional planning

rural, town and

A fair deal?
Editor: I would like to comment on
Charles Mason’s article ("Citizen"
column, Oct. 27) “ Fair treatment for
Cuba." Mr. Mason, many of us would
like to know: do you know what you
were talking about? Did you research

by Arthur Hoppe
and disgruntled. "How much farther is
it, sir?" asked one, the way children
will.
“ Don't worry about a thing, lads,”
said the Scoutmaster, frowning
sincerely. “ It's just over the next hill and
we'll be there in seven twits of a
moose's ear. Follow me!"
When they finally reached the top of
the next hill, one of the boys asked, the
way children will, "Are we there yet,
sir?”
“ It’s just down the next valley," said
the Scoutmaster, frowning sincerely.
"We’ll be there in 15 jerks of a giraffe's
knee and it’s not my fault you're in this
thicket in the first place."
“Where are we now?” asked one of
the lads, the way children will, when the
little band had crested the 14th h ill and
were up to 276 twitches of an
elephant's trunk.
“ I know you lads back there in the
ranks are having a tough time, which is
not my fault,” said the Scoutmaster,
frowning sincerely. “And my heart
goes out to you. But the important
thing is to keep on going. For a good
Scout is known above all else for his
gumption in staying the course.
Forward!"
As they descended, the brambles
grew shaper, the sun grew hotter and
they were soon up to their ankles in
mud. Naturally the grumbling in
creased.
“Turn left, sir!” cried some of the

your topic or did you have a deadline to
meet? The Cuban Missile Crisis was a
matter of great importance to the
defense and well-being of this nation.
Could you allow the set-up of nuclear
missiles w ithin 100 miles of our
borders? Do you condone the spread
of nuclear missiles to other nations?
You said that Fidel Cabtro was "a
young lawyer not hostile ..
I hate to
tell you this but your buddy Fidel killed,
tortured, maimed, and orphaned
thousands of Cubans. I honestly can't
see how you overlooked this fact. Not
hostile? You also said that the United
States raped the country and allowed
our friends from the Mafia to exploit it.
It was the United States fault that we
created hardships for the people of
Cuba. If we are the dirty Yankees that
did all this why did all the Cubans come
to the U.S.? It was no fault of the
communist government I'm sure. No
way. How mtich do you know about the
State Department? From what I can tell
not much. Have you met Wayne Smith
and talked with him? My father is a U.S.
diplomat in the State Department. I’ve
lived over half of my life overseas and
have seen things that you never would
believe. I read the same article you did
and tried to picture where you got your
viewpoint. He is only one of many
diplomats stationed in Cuba. Main
reason for his resignation: it was time
to move on. Many people resign from
every type of job from any walks of life.
One point I could not turn my head on
is what you said about their high rate of
literacy and health care. Please re
check your records. It is high for Latin
American countries but you make it
sound like a nice place to study and get
sick at. You point out that Cuba
remains cordial with many other
nations. Did it ever occur to you that
these nations are also communist?

boys.
"Turn right, sir!" pleaded others.
But the Scoutmaster was not to be
deterred. “ Good Scouts never com
plain, lads, especially about what is not
my fault," he said, frowning sincerely.
"Above all else good Scouts stay the
course!”
So the Scoutmaster, chin high,
shoulders back, plunged straight
ahead. Soon the mud was up to his
knees. Then his waist. Then his
shoulders.
"Sir,” shouted the worried boys
behind him. “ Are you sure you know
what you're doing?"
"Certainly I do," he said, frowning
sincerely. “ Like all good Scouts, I am
staying the . . . "
Unfortunately, the rest of his words
were drowned out. The boys turned
back into the thicket where they
resumed wandering this way and that.
Although things never got wonderfully
good, they never got terribly awful,
eithe r. A nd w henever anyone
suggested staying the course, they
would ask. as children will:
. “Why?"
Moral: More leaders have a sense of
purpose than a sense of direction.

(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co.
1982)

Why don’t you talk to the many CubanAmericans who fled Cuba in the '60s,
'70s, and '80s. I feel that you would
change your tune. Why don't you put
your energy into areas that concern
people instead of stabbing us with this
crap? If you want a fair deal for Cuba
why doesn’t your buddy Fidel give his
own citizens a fair deal. The day he
does is when the United States will say
“ lets talk.” In the meantime, stay out of
areas that you don’t understand. Peo
ple like you hinder our positive
movements. Thank goodness I can sit
down and state my beliefs. Mr. Mason,
could I do this in Cuba?
Dwight Babcock
sophomore, general studies

Montana
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Integration plan

William Raspberry
WASHINGTON — D. L. Cuddy
believes he has developed a near
perfect solution to the vexing problem
of what he calls “forced busing.”
He would, in a nutshell, allow any
child to transfer, with transportation
paid, from a school in which his race is
in the majority to any other school in
the district in which his race is in the
minority.
Simple? Undeniably. Simplistic?
Cuddy, a senior associate with the
National Institute of Education, doesn't
think so.
The purpose of the plan, which he
hopes to have some member of Con
gress introduce, is “to protect minority
rights." As he explains in a recent issue
of the conservative Human Events:
“ Court-ordered racial balance bus
ing denies blacks equal protection of
the law. Because the courts do not
allow ‘token’ integration, most all
forced school desegregation remedies
call for system-wide balanced integra
tion. However, this means that if a
system is 90 percent white and 10

face, provide equal educational oppor
percent black, then only 10 percent of
tunity without regard to race.
th e w h ite s tu d e n ts m u st be
“ Even in a worst-case scenario,
transported, but 90 percent of the black
where a white racist school board
students must be. . . . This is flagrant
might contemplate discriminating
discrimination against blacks."
against blacks, with firs t choice and
His own approach, which is not
free transportation’ guaranteed, all
endorsed by the NIE or any other
school boards will, in their own selffederal agency, is an improvement over
interest, see to it that schools in
the discredited "freedom of choice"
predominantly black neighborhoods
proposals of the 1960s (though quite
receive equal, if not superior, facilities,
similar to one put forward in the midteachers and appropriations," the 361960s by then-Sen. Abraham Ribicoff).
year-old North Carolinian said.
Under "freedom of choice," black
But wouldn’t this be similar to what
students would have been permitted to
happened in the Deep South, when
enroll in any white-majority school in
white school boards moved to upgrade
the district so long as there were
black schools in an effort to avoid
vacancies. Cuddy would give a student
seeking to enter a school in which his
integration suits?
No, according to Cuddy, who said he
race was in the minority first choice at a
attended integrated schools in his
seat — even if it meant that a student in
home state even before the Brown
the school's own neighborhood would
have to be denied space. That provi
decision, "The key here is that the
sion, along with the guarantee of free
decision regarding satisfaction that
transportation, shouia please the civilequal educational opportunities are
rights leadership.
being guaranteed is in the hands of
He believes it would also satisfy the - blacks themselves, and not in the
courts, since the plan would, on its
hands of possibily racist school

boards; Therefore, if the school in a
particular black neighborhood is in
ferior, then EVERY black student is
guaranteed the right and transporta
tion to attend a superior school in a
predominantly white neighborhood,"
with the result that there might be
“even more integration than under
court-ordered busing."
Perhaps the biggest civil-rights ob
jection to the Cuddy proposal would be
its requirement that other segregation
remedies — including court-ordered
busing, magnet schools and school
pairings — would be repealed. The
civil-rights establishment has been
understandably reluctant to give up
any of its hard-won gains in exchange
for something that MIGHT work better.
If Cuddy is serious about his
proposal — and he has been pushing it

for some years now — his best chance
might be not to go to Congress but to
get a local school district to adopt it on
an experimental basis.
It is possible, for instance, that only
the children of cream-of-the-crop
blacks would take advantage of the
plan, leaving th e ir o ld school
segregated class and income as well as
by race.
Cuddy doesn’t see this as a serious
drawback. From his viewpoint, it would
mean only that the parents of the non
transferring students would see it in
their best interest to keep their children
where they were. And if the parents are
happy, why should the rest of us get
excited?
® 1982, The Washington Post Com
pany

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

GARFIELD® by Jim Davis
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Free film: "Birth of a Nation"

Nov. 14

8pm

Ballrm.

Real Estate Pre-Licensure Course
G. Gordon Liddy Lecture

Nov. 15-19
Nov. 15

8am
8pm

Mt. Rms.
Ballrm.

Recreation Wilderness and Lands'
National Cost/Share Meeting
WRC Brown Bag

Nov. 16-17

8am

Ballrm.

Nov. 17

Noon

Mt. Rms.

Nov. 17 & 24
Nov. 17

7pm
7pm

Mt. Rms.

Nov. 18

8pm

Ballrm.

8pm
10am

Mt. Rms.
Ballrm.

9am

Ballrm.
k Mt. Rms.
Gold Oak

"Changing Standards Over Time"
Central Board
UMOP Slide Show & Lecture
Michael Lorimer
Indian Speech and
Debate Tournament

Nov. 19 & 20
Nov. (9

Lounge

Mt. Rms.

Sports

UM finishes season in Weber
By Dave Keyes
Kaimin Sports Editor

For the University of Montana
Grizzlies, the race for the Big Sky
Conference championship has
come down to three games; Mon
tana will play one, and then watch
the University of Idaho finish its
conference season next week to
determine the conference cham
pion.
The Montana Grizzlies will travel
to Ogden, Utah for its final game
of the conference season. If the
Grizzlies can come away with a
victory tomorrow, UM will be
assured of at least a second place
finish.
Idaho leads the Big Sky Con
ference with a record of 4-1.
Montana State is in second place
with a 5-2 record, and Montana is
in third place with a 4-2 record.
The Montana Grizzlies travelled

to Oregon last weekend to take on
Portland State University. While
the Grizzlies controlled the game
offensively, running up 516 yards
to PSU’s 261 yards, Portland took
the victory with a 35-28 score.
The Grizzly offense was led by
tailback Greg Iseman. Iseman
broke a school record with nine
receptions in one game and rush
ed for 140 yards.
Iseman was picked as Montana’s
Big Sky Offensive Player of the
Week.
Weber State came away with a
Big Sky victory last week beating
the University of Nevada-Reno
with a score of 46-43 triple over
time victory.
The Grizzlies lead the series 146, but WSC has won the last two
meetings.
The game will be broadcast on
KYLT-AM beginning at 12:50 p.m.

Coffeehouse: Tim Martin & Pat Halsell
KYLT Food Fair
Model UN

Nov. 20
Nov. 22 k 23

Meet the Grizzlies Luncheon
Thanksgiving Break v

Nov. 24
Nov. 25-26

Noon
Closed

Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Saturday

9am-llpm
9am-midnight

Sunday
Mon.-Fri.

Noon-11pm
7am-llpm

Sat.-Sun.
Mon.-Fri.
Saturday

llam -llp m
8am-5:30pm
llam-4pm

Gold Oak

Mon.-Fri.

UC Gallery

Mon.-Fri.
!>at. k Sun.

9am-lpm
8am-8pm
12-4pm

Rec Annex

The University of Montana
volleyball team will close out its
home season to n ig ht and
tomorrow, with matches against
Idaho State and Weber State.
The Idaho State match is
scheduled to begin tonight at 7:30
and the Weber State match begins
at 4:00 Saturday afternoon.
The Lady Grizzlies are currently
17-17 overall and tied for third in
the Mountain West Conference
with a 7-4 record.
Idaho State has a 18-20 record
and is in third place in the con
ference. Weber State has an 8-4
conference record and is in second place.

Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Public Swim:

7:30am-6pm
8:30am-6pm

Swimmers in UM Invitational

1st National Bank 24-Hour Teller
Rec Center

Copper Commons
UC Bookstore

Men's Gym (track & lockers) ■
Grizzly Pool

Noon-midnight

Mon., Wed., Fri., Sat.7-9pm
Sat., Stiff
2-4pm
Fitness Swim:
Mon., Wed., Fri.
Tues., Thurs.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon., Wed., Fri.
Sat., Sun.

|
8-9am
7-9am
12-lpm-5-6pm
9-10pin
12:30-2pm

Please call 243-4103 for additional information.

Netters face Idaho, Weber

The University of Montana
women’s swimming and diving
team will be competing in the
Grizzly Invitational tonight and
tomorrow, at the Grizzly Pool.
The invitational begins tonight
at 6 with teams from Washington
State, University of Wyoming and
Puget Sound competing against
the Grizzlies.
The UM swim team is coming off
of a first place finish in the Idaho
Relays.
Head Swimming Coach Doug
Brenner said that his team should

Montana is coming off of a
second-place finish in the Glacier
Invitational tournam ent last
weekend.
The Grizzlies set several in
dividual and team records in last
week’s tournament.
Sophomore outside hitter Kara
Price set a new single match
record with 22 kills against Utah
Stazte, and she tied the single
match record for service aces with
eight against Utah.
The Lady Grizzlies also set team
records for kills, with 99 assists,
with 90 blocks, with 23 in the Utah
State match.

be the one to beat in this tourna
ment.
"We don’t have the depth I’d
like,” Brenner said, “ but we have
one or two swimmers that have the
p o te n tia l to becom e a llAmericans.”
Montana will host Idaho in its
only other home meet of the
season on Nov. 20.
Men’s basketball
Grizzlies face Simon Fraser
University, Oahlberg Arena 8
p.m. tomorrow.

New Weekly

Chinese
Lunch
Buffet

A TTENTIONU!

All You
ooe
Can E a t . . . O y o
K Menu Changes Every Day

ASUM LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
has extended deadline to return

&

( G A fcD E /W

*

2101 BROOKS

*"

V

ASUM LOBBY SURVEY
to Wednesday, November 17, 1982
Please Return

—

Your Input Is Essential

^

Honey, don’t
forget bread,
milk and the
Kinko’s Copies.

Copies 4$
Binding Service
Fine Papers and
Envelopes
Passport Photos

531 S. Higgins
728-2679
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“A STUNNER!

Weekend conference to highlight
computer literacy, programming
By Greg Moore
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

The third annual Computers in
Education Conference will take
place today and tomorrow at the
University Center Ballroom.
The conference will be held in
conjunction with a computer
science fair for high school
students. The events are spon
sored by the University of Montana
Center for Continuing Education
and the student chapter of the UM
Association
of
Com puting
Machinery.
The conference will be in ses
sion today from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
with check-in at 8 a.m., and
tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
The conference is designed for
teachers, librarians, consultants
and administrators. Session topics
will include computer literacy,

word processing, legal aspects of
software, computing in the early
grades, library applications and
color graphics.
An open house will be held
tonight from 7 to 9. Computer
retailers will demonstrate the latest
in microcomputers and programs.
Admission to the open house is $2.
High school students par
ticipating in the computer science
fair will enter prepared projects
and compete in a programming
contest.
Prizes for the fairwill be awarded
at a banquet tomorrow at 6 p.m. in
the UC Gold Oak Room. Daniel D.
McCraken, a visiting professor of
computer science at City College
of New York, will give his forecasts
for future developments in com
puter technology.
Tickets for the banquet, which is
open to the public, cbst $10 and
are available until 10 a.m. today at
the department of computer

Skaters to wheel for charity
By Jeff Morgan
Kaimin Reporter

A skate-a-thon Monday night at
the Skate Haven roller rink will
allow University of Montana
students a chance to spin their
wheels and benefit the Missoula
Poverello Center and the Oxford
Famine Relief organization.
The skate-a-thon is being
organized by the Ark, the Christian
Campus Ministries.
Students wishing to participate
may purchase registration sheets
for $3 at the skate-a-thon table in
the University Center Mall from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. today or at the Ark,
358 University Ave., today and
Monday. The registration fee
proceeds will pay the cost of
renting the rink as well as par
ticipants’ admission and skate
rental fees. All money raised over
Retirement at 65 is ridiculous.
When I was 6 5 ,1still had pimples.
—George Burns
The whole world is a scab. The
point is to pick it constructively.
•
—Peter Beard

that amount will be distributed
e ve n ly betw een th e tw o
organizations.
Participants also have the option
of collecting pledges to raise
additional funds.
Missoula’s Poverello Center
serves the poor by offering a free
lunch five days a week, operating
emergency housing and running a
second-hand clothing store.
Ox-Fam is a hunger-relief
organization which gives aid to the
hungry of foreign countries in an
attempt to make them more selfsufficient in their food needs.
The Ark has organized a skate-athon during each of the past four
years.
Last year, about $580 was
collected! 'Usually between 45 and
55 people skate, said Lynn Fitch,
United Methodist Minister of the
Ark, but last year only 35 par
ticipated. Fitch said she won’t
know how many will participate
this year until Monday night.
The skate-a-thon will last from 7
to 9:30 p.m. at Skate Haven Roller
Rink, 3490 Reserve. Rides to and
from the event will be provided by
the Ark.

S ONE HOVflMGWnH
LAUGHTER, HORROR
tu n n K in B T

science.
Participants in the conference
may opt to earn one un
dergraduate or graduate credit in
computer science, mathematics or
education.

C rim e
re p o rt
The following crimes were
reported to University of Montana
Campus Security during the first
two weeks of November:
A 35mm Cannon AT-1 camera
and equipment were stolen from
Room 240 of the UM Liberal Arts
Building Nov. 1.
Besides the camera, a 50mm
Cannon lens, a 35mm macro lens,
a 70-150mm Zoom Vivitar lens, a
28mm wide-angle lens, a Vivitar
285 strobe unit, an FLD filter, an 80
A filter, a camera case and a
coupler were reported stolen.
The camera, 35mm and 50mm
lens are owned by UM. The
professor who reported the theft
owns the other equipment.
Nov. 7, a Miller Hall resident
reported his car was broken into
and a Pioneer speaker worth $50
taken.
Other thefts include:
• A hub cap stolen from a car
Nov. 9. Replacement cost is es
timated to be $40.
• A battery, valued at $40, was
stolen from a State Motor Pool
vehicle Nov. 1.
• Two windows were stolen
from the new Clinical Psychology
Building Nov. 8. Each window was
valued at $189.
• Three bicyles were stolen: a
silver 10-speed, a red 23” 10-speed
with a water bottle holder and a
blue Kirtland tour pack and a blue
Nishiki 10-speed.
• A backpack was also reported
stolen from the Lodge cafeteria
and a yellow vinyl suitcase was lost
somewhere on campus.
\
Two bicycles have been found. A
red bicycle was found in the Aber
Hall lobby and a green one by the
UM tennis courts. Inquiries may be
made at the Aber Hall desk.

Produced and
Directed by
KEVIN RAFFERTY
JAYNE LO ADER
PIERCE RAFFERTY
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FIRST MISSOULA SHOWINGS!
T jU u tS jL

THiMlL /

STARTS TO N IG HT!

V ^ 7 515 SOUTH HIGGINS

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

Presented by ASUM Programming

Over
one half
a million
people
have seen
him
LIVE!

a GORDON

LUDDY

" Government i
Public Perception vs. Reality"

M onday, N ovem ber 15, 1982 • 8pm
University Center Ballroom , University of Montana
Tickets: $3.7$ General Public $2,75 Students
T<kru and information Available at the UC Bookstore
Phone 24S-4MS

OP This
Plants Growing Thru The Ceiling?
Tax Deductible Donations of Plants Hay Be
Given To The U. Of M.
Call 243-6661 Tor A new Home
Tor Your Horfolk Island Qiant Etc.

C °

iv*

L ectu res

G. Gordon Liddy

“Government: Public Perception vs. Reality”
Nov. 15, 1982
UCB
8 p.m.
Stud. 2.75/Gen. Pub. $3.75

BREW PARTY
NOON TO 6:00
30* SCHOONERS
$1.25 PITCHERS
50* BOOZE DRINKS

C °f/e

Chicken Drumsticks 10/$1.00
Hot Dogs 350 ea.
10:00 — 11:00
5* BEERS
$1.25 PITCHERS
50* BOOZE DRINKS

*£ £ & •**
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Speaker. . . ________________Liddy to speak
Cont. from p. 1
places Montanans on record as
being against the placement of MX
missiles in the state, will be
violated by the military during the
coming spring. She said military
officials from Malmstrom Air Force
Base in Great Fails are planning to
replace Minuteman II missiles
(which contain one nuclear
warhead each) near Lewistown
with Minuteman Ills, which contain three nuclear warheads each.
Silverberg said this replacement

is a violation of 1-91, which also
places Montanans on record as
being in favor of a nuclear freeze. I91 has no legal effect.
Officials from Malmstrom were
not available for comment.
Bryan Black, UM assistant
professor of philosophy, spoke on
the use of civil disobedience to
close down a nuclear missile silo.
Black said many people chose
civil disobedience, either for per
sonal or religious reasons, as a
way of resisting the nuclear arms
race.

By Charles F. Mason
Kaimin Reporter

He's a convicted felon, a one
tim e
C IA
o p e r a tiv e ,
counterrevolutionary and a former
presidential assistant.
G. Gordon Liddy will speak
Monday night at 8 in the University
Center Ballroom. Admission is
$2.75 for students and $3.75 for the
general public.

Bilateral. _________________ _ News analysis
Cont. from p. 1
him and explained the views of the
anti-communist organization to
him.
According to McFadden, the
society doesn't see much
difference between Democrats
and Republicans.
“We like what Reagan says but
not what he's doing,” McFadden
said.
The society thinks, said Mc
Fadden, that Reagan has not gone
far enough in cutting taxes and
reducing government spending.
The society opposes the
progressive income tax as part of
the "communist conspiracy,” he
said.
"The graduated income tax was
designed to destroy the middle
class,” he said. "Both the com
munists and monopoly capitalists
want to destroy the middle class
and concentrate the wealth in the
hands of the few. Concentrating
wealth in the hands of a few is what
they have in common.”
According to McFadden, The
John Birch Society also:
• Supports free enterprise but
opposes "monopoly capitalism."
• Opposes the use of school
textbooks that "tear down the
American way of life” but does not
necessarily oppose such books in
public libraries.
"We're not trying to be book
burners or anything."
• Opposes United States
membership in the United Nations
and accuses the world body of

Vietnam left
‘bitter taste’
Baucus says
By Ann Hennessey
Kaimm Contributing Reporter

Although the United States
stepped up Marine patrols in
Lebanon this month, U.S. Sen.
Max Baucus, D-Mont., said yester
day he doesn't think the United
States will allow itself to get into
another Vietnam War.
In an interview following his
Veteran's Day speech in front of
the Missoula County Courthouse,
Baucus said the United States has
a "bitter taste" left over from
Vietnam and that people are more
conscious of the problems in
Lebanon, at an earlier stage, than
they were of conflicts in Vietnam.
About 20 people attended the
speech, one of the events honoring
Vietnam War veterans during
"National Salute to Vietnam
Veterans" Week, Nov. 10-14.
The United States is now at
peace and Veteran's Day is a day to
remember those who fought for
that peace. Baucus said.
Because no war against a
foreign country has ever been
fought on United States soil,
Americans tend not to appreciate
the sacrifices made by veterans, he
said.
"Each day we wake up. we
should remember another name."
Baucus said. "Let it be a catalyst to
help bring our country together."

being controlled by communists.
"Ever since we have joined the
U.N., we have yet to win a war.”
• Opposes the Trilateral Com
mission and the Council on
Foreign Relations as part of the
"international
conspiracy
by
monopoly capitalists to create a
world socialist government.”
The
Trilateral
Commission
describes itself as a “foreign policy
discussion group” and has 200
m em bers from the N o rth
American, Western European and
Japanese business and academic
communities. The Council on
Foreign Relations publishes policy
recommendations and has over
2.000 members from the business,
scientific, political and com
munications communities.
The society’s national head
quarters is in Belmont, Mass, and a
spokesman claims more than
40.000 m em bers. M ontana
membership figures are not
available.
The society drew criticism dur
ing the 1960 s from the AntiDefamation League of the B’Nai
B’Rith for what it saw as anti
semitism among some Birchers.
The society denied the allegations.
According to a spokesman for the
league, the John Birch Society is
no longer the subject of the
league's attention.
"Today, they aren’t much of a
force," Harvey Schecter told the
Los Angeles Times recently.

Liddy was indicted in 1972 for
conspiracy in the break-in of
Democratic Party headquarters in
the Watergate complex in
Washington, D.C. He was subse
quently convicted of attempting to
spy on the Democrats during the
1972 presidential campaign.
Liddy maintained during the trail
that he thought he was involved in
a “ legitimate intelligence opera
tion.”
He repeatedly invoked the 5th
Amendment protection against
self-incrimination when sum
moned before the grand jury
investigating the Watergate affair.
He was held in contempt and
sentenced to an additional jail
term.
But Liddy maintained his silence
about Watergate and the other
alleged activities he was involved
in, such as laundering money for
Richard Nixon's campaign, breakins, and harassment of anti-war
activists.
But in 1980, Will was published
and Liddy finally broke his silence
on selected matters. He said he
plotted to kill columnist Jack
Anderson for disclosing classified
information.
Liddy met Anderson on ABC’s
Good Morning America and shook
hands. But then he bragged about
his plot to kill Anderson and said
killing the columnist would have
been “justifiable homicide."

We Are Expanding
To Better Serve You!!
NEW OWNERS • NEW STORE • NEW HOURS
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$169
I

--------

3 1 8 South Orange

B re a k fa s t

C a h d w ic fr
S p e c ia l
O $ fio p p e Saturday
c
and Sunday
Buy 1 Omelet—Get 2nd Omelet V2 Price
omelets include toast & hashbrowns

5 4 3 -5 1 4 2

Mon.-Thur. 7 a.m. • 10 p.m.: Fri. Sat. 7 a m ■ 11 p.m.

JMursti’s Jiteak Sc Pizza
pizza, pizza, pizza, pizza, pizza
b e t w e e n w h o l e w h e a t o r r e g u l a r p izza d o u g h
S m a l l M e d iu m

Across from Jesse Hall

a 6 pack'

Good thru Sunday. Nov. 14

Orange Street Town Pump

C hoose

540 DALY

the

*&orky's
ch a n g in g the
fa c e q f
ffiisseu la
121W. ffitain

S m a l l M e d iu m
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A n c h o v ie s .. 5.00 6.50 7.5 0 S a l a m i ........... 4.25 5.75 6.75
S h r im p ......... 5.00 6.50 7.50 Pe p p e r o n i ......... 4.25 5.75 6.75
M u s h r o o m .. 4.50 6.0 0 7.0 0 C a n a d ia n Ba c o n 4.25 5.75 6.75
G r e e n Pep per 4.25 5.75 6.75 H a w a iia n H am .. .4.50 6.00 7.00*
B l a c k O liv e .. 4.25 5.75 6.75 C. Ba c o n a n d
G r o u n d B e e f 4.25 5.75 6.75
SAUERKRAUT . 4.50 6.00 700
S a u s a g e ........ 4.25 5.75 6.75 F r e s h T o m a t o ..4 .2 5 5.75 6.75
It a l ia n
O n i o n ................... 4.25 5.75 6.75
S a u s a g e ___4.25 5.75 6.75 C h e e s e .................. 3.75 5.25 6.25
S u p e r S u p r em e Pizza .................................................. 6.50 7.75 8.75
s a u s a g e , g r o u n d b e e f , p e p p e r o n i . o n io n , g r e e n p e p p e r , m u s h r o o m s , e x t r a c h e e s e

w /fh th is c o u p o n

H o u s e -S p u n S p e c ia l ................................................ 6.25 7.50 8.50
I t a l i a n s a u s a g e , s a l a m i , o n io n , g r e e n p e p p e r , m u s h r o o m s , a n d e x t r a c h e e s e .

V e g e t a r ia n V a r ie t y

................................................ 5.50 6.50 7.50

MUSHROOMS, g r e e n p e p p e r , b l a c k o l iv e s , p in e a p p l e , o n io n s , e x t r a c h e e s e ,
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A l l a d d it io n a l i t e m s e x t r a (5 0 C o n s m a l l a n d 7 5 C o n m e d iu m a n d l a r g e s iz e s )
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RAVIOLI ................... 5.95 LASAGNE....................... 5.95
SPAGHETTI .................................................................... 4.50
CHICKEN DINNER ... 3.50 FISH N- CHIPS ............ 4.95
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The Montana Constitution
1 9 7 2 -1 9 8 2

Montana
R eview
Articles by Ann Joyce

1971

TS

1972: New constitution written and adopted
Montana residents, by a margin
of nearly 2-1 voted in 1970 to call a
constitutional convention to
reform the state government that
was ruled by the 1889,28,000-word
Montana Constitution.
The old document, “ long out
moded, was burdened with detail,
difficult to amend, and oriented to
a frontier past that had long
vanished," said Thomas Payne,
political science professor at the
University of Montana, in the
March 17, 1982 issue of the Mon
tana Eagle.
In 1971 a special election was
called to choose delegates to the
convention.
The Montana Supreme Court
barred legislators and public of
ficials from participating in the
Constitutional Convention.
Farmers, ranchers and lawyers
won seats as did five clergymen,
three professors, two newspaper
editors, a disc jockey, a beekeeper,
and former Gov. Tim Babcock’s
wife.
As the late historian K. Ross
Toole stated, the delegates “were
people essentially without per
sonal political ambition. They had
nothing to trade and no con
stituency to hold in the pen.”
A Lee State Bureau report said,
“ Montanans who worry about
u n re sp o n sive
g o ve rn m e nt
shouldn't be concerned about the
Constitutional
Convention.
Seldom has any assembly seemed
so concerned with what the folks
back home want or don’t want."
The delegates elected Leo
Graybill, an attorney from Great
Falls, president. Committees were
set up and professional analysts
were hired.

The convention operated as a
unicameral body and convened for
three months. All proceedings
were open to the public with
committee hearings announced
three days in advance.

condition, or political or religious
ideas
• an open meeting law
• the right of individual privacy
• allowing citizens to sue state
and local governments

“Montanans who worry about unresponsive
government shouldn’t be concerned about the
Constitutional Convention. Seldom has any
assembly seemed so concerned with what the
folks back home want or don’t want.’’ (Lee state
report)
The c o n v e n tio n a llo w e d
proposals to be presented by
citizens and delegates alike. The
proposals were assigned to com
mittees, studied and then
presented in front of the whole
convention.
Midway through the convention,
the press began to criticize the
delegates for sidestepping the
reform they had promised. One
day the headline of the Helena
Independent Record said, “The
Convention: $700,000 Worth of
Status Quo."
The
convention’s
research
analysts were saying things like,
"We’re replacing the 1889 con
stitution with one written for 1920."
But after 52 days of discussion
and deliberation, the 100 delegates
signed the proposed constitution,
which was 16,800 words shorter
and quite a bit different from the
1889 one.
Some of the major changes
were:
• the right to a clean and
healthful environment
• equality regardless of race,
color, sex, culture, social origin or

• reapportionment of districts
so that representatives are chosen
from single-member districts and
senators from double districts,
instead of from counties

state
• changing the anti-diversion
law so that gasoline and fuel taxes
could be used for purposes other
th a n h ig h w a y a nd ro a d
maintenance
• allowing for home-rule of
local government
• establishing the state Qoard of
Regents and Board of Public
Education
• giving initiative and referen
dum power to the people
• changing the selection
process of judges so that, in the
event of an opening, three to five
candidates would be selected by a
committee and the governor would
choose the judge from those can
didates
• calling for the election of

“Montana’s new charter Is a model document.
Despite the Individual political differences of the
writers, It has a nonpartisan, populist character...
sparkles with flashes of human concern. . . rings
with progressive principles.” (Time magazine)
• giving the governor amen
datory veto and taking away the
pocket veto
• taking property taxes from
counties and giving them to the

judges and in the case that a judge
is without an opponent he must
run against his record.
• annual sessions for the
legislature.

The delegates left to the people
the choice of legalized gambling, a
unicameral legislature and the
death penalty.
Time magazine said, "Montana’s
new charter is a model document.
Despite the individual political
differences of the writers, it has a
nonpartisan, populist character.
Mercifully, it is only 12,000 words
long, and it sparkles with flashes of
human concern . .. rings with
progressive principles."
With only two-and-a-half
months between the election and
proposal of the charter, the op
position mobilized and began
campaigning against the adoption
of the constitution.
The prime opposition came from
farmers and ranchers who feared
the taxation article would cause
higher taxes and from the highway
lobby of contractors, trucking
firms, oil companies, car dealers,
th e A m e ric a n A u to m o b ile
Association and some labor un
ions, who opposed the anti
diversion section.
Most newsapers across the
state, although critical of the
convention and opposed to the
right-to-know article, came out in
favor of the charter.
Cont. on p. 8

Amendments added to state constitution
Since the adoption of the Mon
tana C o n s titu tio n several
amendments have been added.
For example, the creation of the
state's coal trust fund is now
enumerated in the constitution.
The trust fund contains 50 percent
of the state's 30-percent Coal
Severance tax. Recently voters
passed Initiative 95, which allows
the legislature to invest part of the
trust money to secure economic
development in the state.
Another amendment passed by
the Montana Legislature has
provoked criticism and a battle to
repeal the amendment.
In 1974 the legislature voted
against meeting in annual sessions
and opted for a return of the
biennial session.
Former delegate and Butte at
torney Tom Joyce said the
legislature “ made a mockery of
annual sessions."
The idea of annual sessions was
to reduce the number of bills
submitted and to make the
legislature more responsive to
unplanned problems, he said. The
first year of annual sessions,
however, the legislature submitted
thousands of bills, he said. "The
legislators did not give annual
sessions enough time.”
“With respect to state and
federal relations, biennial sessions

are the biggest weakness of the
constitution," said Rep. Dan Kemrriis, D-Missoula. “We are in
capable of responding to the
demands of the federal govern
ment without meeting for the full
year."
The annual session question
was put to voters again in the last
election but failed. Voters,
however, did pass an amendment
allowing legislators to vote by mail
to respond to a gubernatorial veto
when they are not in session.
Kemmis said the mail vote will
“ mildly strengthen” the legislature
but that he hopes “ it does not
become a precedent.”
“The legislature should legislate
as a body always,” he said.
Another amendment enacted by
the legislature deals with state and
local government's liability in the
case of injury. Before the adopting
of the amendment, state and local
governments were liable for all
damages, but this was amended so
that these entities are responsible
only for economic damages.
Joyce said the change is un
constitutional because it “denies
people the equal protection of the
law.”
For example, he said, people
who suffer damages because of
government machines, buildings
or cars are compensated for the

damage in terms of how much
work they will lose, and not for the
pain and disability they may have
incurred. The economic damage
clause especially discriminates
against the unemployed,” he said.
The reason for the change, he
said, is that the state's trust fund
would be depleted if the state were
responsible for the other damages.
In 1983 the legislature will con
sider legislation to implement the
provisions of yet another amend
ment. This one deals with the right
to review local governments every
ten years.
The constitution previously
called for mandatory review of
local governments, but the
legislature changed it so that local
residents vote whether to review
their local government or not.
Former delegate and Missoula
Deputy City Attorney Mae Nan
Ellingson said the intent of the
Constitutional Convention was to
increase the powers of local
government and to increase
citizen participation.
“ I am a little disappointed” that
the legislature made the change
without giving it much time before
"considering it an onerous
burden” she said. "It is important
that people have the opportunity to
review their local governments and
that the review is made easy.”
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1982: Panels looks back

Social Adjustment Hour
with Specially Priced Drinks in the
Garden Bar T u e s . thru Thurs.
5-6:30 p.m., Fri. 4:30-6:00
Serving FREE Tocos in the Gordon Bar OnJj

-1 4 5 West Front—Downtown Missoula

IN GOOD HANDS
Your skis will be in the hands
o f experienced ski mechanics
when you bring them in for a
tune-up. We will fill any
scratches, sand, smooth and
hot-wax, or sand and pine-tar
your skis.

From

$500
per pair

543-6966
Corner of 3rd & Higgins i
Missoula

open house - - MICROCOMPUTER
SHOW
The Public Is Invited!
See the latest in microcomputers
(hardware and softw arc)ior th e -.. ..
home, office and school-displayedby the following businesses:

Apple Computers
Business Machines of Missoula
Computer House
Consolidated Services Computers
Digital Equipment Corporation
Emery Computers
Northern School Supply
Radio Shack
TEAM Electronics

Last March in Helena, a Citizen's
Forum, scheduled to coincide with
the 10-year reunion of Montana's
C o n s titu tio n a l C o n v e n tio n
delegates, consisted of four panel
discussions addressing the issues
of local government reform,
balance of powers, federal-state
relationship and the public's right
to know vs. the right to privacy.
The forum, “An Inquiry into the
Past, Present and Future of Mon
tana's 1972 Constitution,” was
presented by the Montana Con
stitutional Society of 1972 and the
Bureau of Government Research

at the University of Montana, and
was funded by the Montana Com
mittee for the Humanities.
On the issue of local government
reform, former delegate and Mis
soula Deputy City Attorney Mae
Nan Ellingson said the legislature
had not lived up to the obligations
of the framers in transferring
power to local governments.
The legislature restricts local
governments’ ability to tax, deter
mine zoning, subdivision and landuse policies and to deal with labor
relations, she said.
"The Montana Legislature
doesn’t really seem to believe that
the government closest to the
people is best," said Dale Harris, a
state official who served as direc
tor of the 1972 Constitutional Con
vention.
H a r ris c ite d th e 1977
legislature's failure to pass House
Bill 122, a wide ranging recodifica
tion of local government laws, as
an example.
HB-122 would have given local
government the benefits promised
them by the Montana Constitution,
he said.
Rep. Verner Bertelsen, chairman
of the Local Government Com
mittee for the Montana House of
Representatives, however, said
there was no strong statewide
local support for the new code and
that the legislature has therefore
tended to act as a reactive body,

University o f M ontana

SPIRIT OF PEACE
COMMUNITY
an alternative
C atholic
com m unity
Sunday Litu rg y 10 AM
333 University Avenue

Admission: S2.00 at the door

anfhax (PafE

CLOSE TO YOU AT THE U

PERM SPECIAL
F O R MEN A N D W O M E N

$22
P L U S F R E E H A IR C U T

1 FREE HAfRCUf
WITH PERM
A N D T H IS C O U P O N
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The setback, however, has been
co m p e n sa te d fo r by the
strengthening of interim com
mittees, he said.
On the other hand, Arlyne
Reichert, former legislative analyst
for MTN-TV, said the attempt to
restore the lost power has resulted
in the use of "possibly un
co n stitutio n a l
devices"
by
legislators.
"Every session there is in
variably a power grab to establish
interim committees which act op
behalf of the entire legislature,”
she said.
Besides the loss of annual
sessions, Reichert said, the
m eth o d
o f c o m p e n s a tin g
legislators and the size of the
legislature weaken the legislature.
Although not as part of the panel
discussion, the judicial branch was
a topic of reform during the threeday Citizen's Forum.
UM law school Professor
William Crowley addressed the
conference on the issue and in a
later interview explained his
proposal.

Every (legislative) session there is invariably a
power grab to establish interim committees which
act on behalf of the entire legislature. (Arlyne
Reichert, former MTN-TV analyst)

Friday, November 12
7 to 9 p.m.
UC Ballroom

0 H o n ta n a

dealing with specific problems as
they arise.
Eighteen local governments are
using self-government powers
now, including two consolidated
city-county governments, one
county and 15 cities.
Billings City Administrator Al
Thelan said, “ Perhaps cities have
not yet realized the responsibility
placed on their shoulders. To be
sure, the state legislature needs to
expand the full intent of the
constitutional provision to provide
additional authority for cities to
solve their local problems, par-

ticularly in the area of financing
public services.
“The expectations of local of
ficials in writing charters ahd using
self-government powers have not
been fulfilled, but the initial five
years of experience with this
authority certainly indicates those
expectations can be met in the
years ahead.”
Another panel discussion dealt
with the intent of the Constitution

The National Judicature Society
proposed changes in the Montana
judicial process to the Con
stitutional Convention, he said,
“ but the Con Con didn’t buy very
much of it."

The right to a clean and healthful environment
and the establishment of the coal trust fund
“represents a strong statement of selfdetermination on the part of Montana.” (Rep. Dan
Kemmis D-Missouia)
fo ra strong legislature and strong
executive branch.
Sen. Chet Blaylock, D-Laurel,
former Constitutional Convention
delegate, cited the governor’s
power of amendatory veto, gover
nor and lieutenant governor team
election, removal of the lieutenant
governor as presiding officer of the
state Senate, and the legislature’s
requirement of open meetings as
evidence that the constitution is
"working well.”
He said the legislature suffered a
loss in 1974 when it changed from
annual to biennial sessions.

1972.

In fact the changes that were
made, he said, “were punitive to
the judiciary.”
The Montana Plan 1or Court
Improvement provided for the
original appointment of judges
and a consolidation of the court
system, he said.
The plan for the selection of
judges included setting up a
screening committee. The Con
stitutional
Convention
incor
porated some of this by setting up
a committee that, in the event of a
Cont. on p. 9

.

Cont. from p. 7
On June 6, 1972, the people of
Montana ratified the new constitu
tion by 2,532 votes, despite the fact
that it failed in 44 of the 56
counties. They voted against a
unicameral legislature, for the
death penalty and some legalized
gambling.
But that was not the end.
Opponents challenged
the
legality of the ratification because,
they said, it was not approved by a
majority of the voters.
The discrepancy occurred
because 7,302 people voted on the
three side-issues only and not on
the constitution itself.
The issue found its way to the
Montana Supreme Court, which

ruled in favor of the ratification 3 to
2.
In late June of 1973, opponents
took the issue to a federal district
judge, who again ruled in favor of
ratification. They brought it to the
U.S. Supreme Court, but the court
refused to hear the case.
So the Montana Constitution
that begins:
“We the people of Montana
grateful to God for the quiet
beauty of our state, the grandeur
of our mountains, the vastness of
our rolling plains, and desiring to
improve the quality of life, equali
ty of opportunity and to secure
the blessings of liberty for this
and future generations do ordain
and estabish this constitution.”
went into effect July 1, 1973.

133 W. MAIN
721-2776

MOUNTAIN HIGH
SU M M IT LIG H T W IN ES— 1 . 5 L ......................................... 2.99
R O B E R T MONDAVI W H IT E -1 .5 L .............................. 5 . 4 0
R O D ET C O T E S DU R H O N E -7 5 0
KEN W O O D ZINFANDEL— 750

................................ 3.95

....................................... 6.60

Fine Wines From
Fetzer - Rodet - Kenwood - Geyser Peak
Chips

Im ported Beers

Sandwiches

Specials
Close-Outs
Good Times

549-2127

Magazines

FREDDY’S

FEED AND READ

Baked Goods

1221 Helen

1 9 8 2 ______________
Cont. from p. 8
judge vacancy, chooses three to
five candidates to fill the judge
seat. The governor chooses the
judge from the candidates, and
then the Senate approves the
appointment. At the end of the
newly appointed judge’s term, the
judge must run for re-election; if
there is no opponent the judge
must run against his or her record.
Crowley said the screening
committee process lends itself to
"incidents of manipulation.”
The committee, he said, chooses
one man they want and two of the
“ least likely candidates."
He said he originally supported
the idea of a citizens' panel but,
after watching it function, has “ lost
enthusiasm.”
The court system needs to be
consolidated, he said, to increase
efficiency, adding that the court
system needs to employ more
qualified
judges,
preferrably
lawyers.

“ In handling many kinds of
business, the state could need and
well afford to have lawyers as
magistrates,” he said.
Now, he said, search warrants
are often administered by judges
without legal training and end up
getting thrown out of court.
Consolidation of the court
system should result in one level of
trial courts, he said, with district
judges allocating powers to and
deciding the function of lower
court magistrates.
“ Changes could and should be
done,” he said. “ It is a matter of
unfinished business.”
The remaining two panel dis
cussions, constitutional contra
dictions—the right to privacy vs.
the right to kow—and the state’s
relationship with the federal gov
ernment, respectively.
The constitution says, “ No per
son shall be deprived of the right to
examine documents or to observe
the deliberations of all public

W orld n ew s
THE WORLD

• Interned
Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa has
offered to help “find a solu
tion” to Poland’s problems
and will be freed without
conditions in a few days, the
martial law regime said
yesterday. The announce
ment came a day after the
failure of a general strike
called by underground
leaders of the outlawed in
dependent labor union.
Government spokesman
Jerzy Urban told foreign
reporters at a hurriedly
called news conference
Thursday that Walesa's
release would be delayed
until sometime in “the next
few days because of
technical reasons such as
different formalities, his
luggage and so forth. No
conditions were put to
Walesa concerning his
release,” he added.
THE NATION

• Two Roman Catholic
nuns who were waved
through a security gate at the
R ocky
F lats
n u c le a r
weapons plant have been
convicted of forging entry
passes and trespassing. The
nuns entered the plant,
where Rockwell Inter
national makes plutonium
triggers for nuclear

weapons, on Sept. 7 and
posted signs labeling the
plant a death factory. A
federal jury deliberated
about three hours Wednes
day before reaching its ver
dict. Patricia Mahoney, 46, of
Denver and Ann Marie Nord,
37, of Colorado Springs each
face up to five years in prison
and a $3,000 fine for the two
counts on which they were
convicted.
U.S.
District
Judge Zita Weinshienk set
Nov. 22 for sentencing.

Weekend
TODAY
Lacturas
"Ecological imperatives and Environmental
Hypochondria," D. Kohl. Washington University
biology department, speaker. 12:10 to 1 p.m.. Botany
307. Free and open to the public.
Pharmacy seminar, "Gonococcal Outer Mem*
brane Protein II," John Swanson, speaker, 12:10
p.m. to 1 p.m., Botany 307.
Miscellaneous
Free coffeehouse with Jon Sirkis on vocals and
guitar, 8 p.m.. University Center Lounge.
Winning films from 5th annual International
W ildlife Film Festival,*7 p.m., Underground Lecture
Hall. $1 donation.
Third annual Computers in Education Con
ference, 9 a.m., UC Ballroom. Open house 7 to 9 p.m.
$2 charge for open house.

SATURDAY
Miscellaneous
Poetry reading by Harold Rhenisch, 8 p.m., SS
352. Rhenisch Is author of Winter and one of Six
Pouts o f British Columbia.
Bisexual support/rap meeting, 5 p.m. Call 5422684 fo r more information.

bodies or agencies of state govern
ment and its subdivisions, except
in cases in which the demand of
individual privacy clearly exceeds
the merits of public disclosure.”
"This provision contemplates
two competing but not necessarily
conflicting interests,” Mike Meloy,
a Helena attorney, said. “ It man
dates open government but
recognizes that openness may
sometimes infringe upon in
dividual privacy. In such an event,
the meeting or document need not
be open if the public interest in
such matters is small and the harm
to privacy would be substantial."
UM journalism Professor Bob
McGiffert said in an interview last
week, that before a matter is closed
to the public, the person responsi
ble for the meeting should balance
the merits of public exposure and
privacy.
When the right to know was
being added to the constitution,
newspapers throughout the state
called the proposal a “ right to

MONTANA

• The case of Pierce Pack
ing Co. and a chemical leak
that led to contaminated
animal feed and alleged
damages of more than $8
million was all but settled
Wednesday in federal court
in Billings. Pierce was no
longer a party in the suit.
Wednesday's verdict was
delivered against the two
insurance companies that
covered Pierce when the
accident occurred in 1979.

Miscellaneous
Field trip to Bitterroots to view wild turkeys. Meet 7
a.m. at Fieldhouse parking lo t Bring lunch. Will
return by 3 p.m. Sponsored by Five Valley Audubon.
Meetings
Pre-Med Club meetings, advice about MCAT
admissions, interviews, clerkships, Fonda Hollenbaugh, University of Washington, speaker, 7 p.m.,
LA 306.
Mendelssohn Club, 7:30 to 9:30, Music Building,
Room 218.
MONDAY
Miscellaneous
Skate*a*thon for World Hunger, 7:00-9:30 p.m.,
Skate Haven, 3490 Reserve. Part of annual Fast for
World Harvest activities. Call 549-8816 for more
information.
Multimedia slide show on Vienna, Austria, and
Venice. 8 p.m., Underground Lecture Hall. Free.

conceal.”
They feared public officials
would use the privacy exception to
close meetings that should be
open.
Since the adoption of the con
stitution, the Montana Supreme
Court has made several rulings on
the issue, but there has been "no
definitive decision to provide
guidance” in determining the
legality of closing meetings or
access to documents, McGiffert
said.
Since the state Supreme Court
ruling allowing the Board of
Regents’ personnel meetings to be
closed, agencies have got the idea
that anything that involves per
sonnel, hiring or firing, can be
closed to the public, McGiffert
said.
But “ Montana law doesn't say
that,” he said. "Anything that
affects a public official’s work falls
into the realm of the public's right
to know.”
Until the Montana Supreme
Court hands down a more “clearcut” decision, he said, newspapers
should continue to bring the issue
into court.

Under such circumstances,
though, the most the court can do
is tell the official or agency not to
do it again, he said.
On the issue of constitutinal
safeguards, Rep. Dan Kemmis, DMissoula, said that if the new
federalism of the Reagan ad
ministration is “ meaningful,” the
federal government will let the
states determine “to the largest
extent possible” what takes place
within its borders.
If the state chooses high en
vironmental standards, the federal
government should not attempt to
pre-empt those concerns, he said.
The right to a clean and healthful
environment and the establish
ment of the coal trust fund, he said,
"represent a strong statement of
self-determination on the part of
Montana.
“They are an integral part of the
very concept of Montana. Montana
can only be Montana by protecting
the environment."
However, he said, these
statements of self-determination
lend themselves to potential con
flict with the federal government,
adding “ it is a healthy potential.”

'Hie Great A m erican G u itarist

M ich ael L o rim e r

Thursday Nov. 18, 1982
8 PM .
University Center Ballroom
F o r T ick ets And Inform ation Call
U.C. B ookstore
T ick et Office 2 4 3 - 4 3 8 3
An ASUM Programming Performing Arts Event

SUNDAY
FHm
Birth o f a Nation, 8 p.m., UC Ballroom. Free.

Original scientific research in PaluXy River o f Texas reveals human
footprints in the same rock stratum with dinosaur tracks.
■ This film is meant to reach a vast number o f people who have been
misled into accepting the evolutionary theory and thereby have come
to doubt the forthright statements o f Word o f God concerning man's
origin, salvation and eternal destiny. To those who still have an un
daunted faith in the Word o f God, this film w ill be a source of encourage
ment and increased strength o f witness to others.

UNIVERSITY GOLF COURSE CLUBHOUSE
MONDAY, NOV. 15, 7:30 P.M.
Question and Answer Session following the Film.
Refreshments Provided
Sponsored by CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
For More Information Call 728-0045

Tapping Out Tunes To A Different Beat

RUDY’S RENT A RECORD
523 S. Higgins

Next to HANSEN'S ICE CREAM
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Kaimin classifieds
personals________ ________

POKER1 FRIDAY and Saturday, downtown at
Cork / t . 121 Watt Main.
26*1
WATCH THE REMODELING in progress. Main
Street. Downtown Missoula. Corky's.
26-1
NARNIA 15c Hot Cider and Taa. 0-12 p.m.. Friday
and Saturday, cornar of University and Arthur.
26-1
HAPPY 26TH Birthday. Becky W. Life begins on Sat.
_______________________
25-1
WHO IS going to win the mashing bet. Lambarton?
26-1

____________

____________ ______

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING? Come to the
Presbyterian Holiday Bazaar. Saturday. Nov. 13,
10 a m. to 3 p.m.. 201 South Fifth Street West!
Luncheon served at 11:30 and 12:30.
24-2

QUALITY EDITING and typing. Call Marty. 5491478, for appointment
21-18
EXPERIENCED TYPING and editing, 95c a page.
721-5928 ____________________________ 20-17

THESIS TYPING SERVICE — 549-7958
______
14-34
EXPERIENCED TYPING and editing. 251-2780.
__ ___________________________________ 13-24
SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Word processing for all your error-free typing
needs, also weekends and evenings by
appointments. 251-3828, 251-3904.________ 1-33
QUALITY IBM TYPING. All kinds. Lynn, thesis
specialist/editor. 549-8074.
1-36
EDIT-TYPIT. Typing, 'editing, word processing,
papers, thesis, dissertations, resumes, letters,
apps South & Higgins, M-F 9-5, 728-8393. 1-109

GETTING ENGAGED? We can save you money on
new wedding and engagement rings. Memory
24-2
Banks___________________

transportation

PHOENIX: an afternoon with President Bucklew,
Fridsy. 3:30-5:00 p.m. at the Ark. Refreshments
served._________________
23-3

RIDERS NEEDED to Seattle for Thanksgiving break,
leave Tuesday, return Sunday, share gas
expenses. Call 728-4829.________________ 25-4

USED ALBUMS AND TAPES at DIRT CHEAP
PRICES. Unconditionally guaranteed. Memory
Banks (next to Skaggs)._______________ 22-8

RIDERS NEEDED to Shelby. Leaving Tues.
afternoon, Nov. 23; returning Sun., Nov. 28. Call
Rona, 243-4875._______________________ 25-4

14K GOLD WEDDING BANDS PRICED 50%
BELOW RETAIL. Memory Banka. Holiday Village
(next to Skaggs)._______________________ 22-8
SAVE MONEY AT THE QUEEN OF TARTS! 121
South Higgins. European Cafe and Bakery.
Famous for our croissants. Nov. 8th-l2th. Special
Breakfast. 2 eggs, cottage fries and com bread,
$1.95. Lunch, Chile Verde with Spanish rice. $2.50.
_______________________________________ 22-4
YOU LOVED It at full price, you'll marry it at half
price! "CARLOS" % price sale! Minister on duty.
Don't miss.
24-2
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening, come to the Student Walkin, Southeast Entrance, Student Health Service
Building. Weekdays 8 a m -5 p.m. Also open every
night, 7-11 p.m., as staffing is available.
22-18

help wanted
HEAD START Kitchen Aide. Work-study position. 8
to 18 hours per week. $3.70 per hour. Lunch
included. Contact Head Start Office, 728-5480.
_______________________________________ 24-4
OVERSEAS JOBS — Summer/year round. Europe.
S. A m e r, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$1200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, Box
52-MT2, Corona Del Mar, CA 92825.
22-12

RIDE FOR 1 or rider needed to Detroit area, leaving
Nov. 19, returning Nov. 28. Call Ann, 728-8025.
_______________________________________24-4
RIDERS NEEDED to Bozeman. Leaving Frl., Nov. 12
after 3 p.m., returning Sun., Nov. 14 early
afternoon. Call Teresak. 721-8974.
23-4
RIDE WANTED to Portland-Corvallis area over
Thanksgiving break. Leaving Wednesday or
Thursday and returning Sunday. Call Dale at 7286038. Keep trying.______________________22-4
RIDE NEEDED to Columbia Falls or vicinity Friday.
Nov. 12, anytime after 12 p.m. Return Sunday p.m.
728-8297,_____________________________ 22-4

tor tale
1-WAY WESTERN Airlines ticket — Missoula-Salt
Lake-Chicago. Expires Nov. 17. $50.00, cash only.
Call Robin, 243-4540,___________________ 26*1
GASAHOL — 100% Montana Product. No engine
m o d ifica tio n needed. Im proves mileage.
Eliminates need for gas line antifreeze. Easier
starting. Cleaner burning. Both regular and no
lead at same low, competitive prices. Ole's
Country Store and Beer Depot, 624 East
Broadway.____________________________ 24-2
HOT DOGS 3 for $1 with all the fixin's — steamed
ball park style at Ole's Country Store and Beer
Depot. 824 East Broadway. 923 North Orange.
_______________________________________24-2
54 COFFEE — Get a delicious, steamy cup of hot
coffee at Ole's Country Store and Beer Depot, 624
E. Broadway — 923 North Orange.________24-2
ORIENTAL RUGS, Olefin, easy clean, 4* x 6 \ $59.95.
Qerhardt Floors, 1358 W. Broadway._____ 21-15

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
\

!

I—

Open Frl.*
and Sat.
till 10:00 p.m.

Plain Beef or Bean
B u rrito ^l75

(or rant
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment in East
Missoula. All utilities paid. $130. Available Dec.
16th, 721-7367.________________________ 24-3
2 BDRM. unfurnished trailer. Two miles from
Marshall Ski area. Woodstove and 2 cords of free
firewood. $180 plus utilities and $150 deposit. Call
258-6388 between 12*6 p.m._____________ 23-4

W IN E — BEER

—

IM P O R T S

130 E. Broadway

728-7092

World Theatre
2023 S. HIGGINS PHONE 728-0119

2 BR. BASEMENT apt. $150. 728-3627.

___________

22-12

roommates needed

RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman this weekend. Can leave
after 5:00 p.m. Friday, Nov. 12th. Return sometime
Sunday. Call Kathy at 243-4848 late evening.
22-4

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 3 bedroom house.
Woodstove. $100/month + % utilities. 549-7416.
_______________________________________24-3

FEMALE WANTED — $125 month includes utilities,
washer/dryer. Call 549-3478._____________ 24-4

clothing______________________

2-BEDROOM APARTMENT. 2 blocks from U.
Classical music. $137.50 includes heat. 728-4758.
_______________________________________24-4

"Vi OFF SALE" "CARLOS ONE NIGHT STAND"
Sixth & Higgins, noon 'til five. Two million articles
of clothing at half price! Wow.___________ 24-2

$110.00 A month plus % utilities. Near University.
Call 543-4338.
24-3

LION

NOW
S H O W IN G

SHOW TIMES
7:00 & 9:10

FILMED IN ITS
ENTIRETY IN
THE AUSTRALIAN
WILDERNESS

20-8

co-op education
Internship positions available fo r majors In all fields.
Winter quarter internships
with the Montana 1983
Legislative Session include:
Audubon Council, the Mon
tana Coal Council, Montana
Nursing Association, Mis
soula County Board of
County Commissioners. Montana Society of
C.P.A.s, Commissioner of Higher Education, VideoFax, Center for Environmental Information and
Northern Plains Resource Council. Applications
also being taken for FS Co-op, BLM Co-op, the
Western Heritage Center. Friends to Youth and
many others. Applications due now for internship
abroad. For complete listing of available internships
and for more Information, come in to Cooperative
Education Office. 125 Main Hall or call 243-2815.
______________________________________ 22-1

BOOZE — BEER — WINE
TRADING POST

SALOON

business opportunities_________

New Paperbacks

RECEPTIVITY TO Aloe Vera is great! If you need
extra money—give aloe vera a try. No Investment
necessary. Call 549-8803 for interview or
Information.
'______________________ 25-3

services______________________

At Dawn We Slept

The Mind’s Eye

RED STAR on your cash register receipt wins an
Ole's T-shirt. Several given daily. Ole's Country
Store and Beer Depot, 624 East Broadway. 24-2

Prange

Hofstadter

DRAFT COUNSELING 243-2451.__________ 1-109

Liars In Love

Unfinished Tales

Yates

Tolkien

IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI Research catalog—306
pages—10.278 topics—Rush $1.00. Box 25097C
Los Angeles. CA 90025. (213) 477-6226.
1-30

Winter Brothers — Doig

LEASE TIME available. Zenith H-19A computer
w/modem. Shamrock Professional Services. 2513828, 251-3904,_______________________ 14-23

typing________________________
IBM TYPING. Editing. Experienced. 543^7010.
_____________________________________ 12-18
TYPING — M. Edwards. IBM Selectric. Si/pg. 5499741_______________________________ 22-16

Coming Soon:
A new look in
books. Nov. 26.

FREDDY’S
FEED AND READ

TYPING — REASONABLE rates 543-8868. 22-25

j Tonight and Tomorrow
:
from Seattle

JACARA
rock, rhythm & reggae
Happy Hour
Mon.-Fri. 5 - 6:00
at

1 3 4 W. F r o n t
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1983 Calendars
Western Americana
Cookbooks
Women's Fiction

MICHAEL EDGLEY INTERNATIONAL ^.C A M BRID G E FILMS
•GEOFF BURROWES - GEORGE MILLER tadacAn
KIRK DOUGLAS •JAC K THOMPSON b.
p«..n~
"THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER"
TOM BURLINSON • SIGRID THORNTON - LORRAINE BAYLY
Bm . an 111. pmm by A.B.P'BANJO") PATERSON SoMBplay JOHN DIXON
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Read the Pinnacle Paperback

SLEEPER CLUB
LATE SHOW

« » w io w w
A Twentieth Cmury Fo. K .I.U .
• 1982 Twentieth Century Fox

HARRISON
FORD,

FRI. & SAT.— 12:00
MATINEE
SUNDAY—3:30

1221 Helen

Its
not
too
late.

]
j

—-------- with coupon---------------- — ■

SMALL CARPET remnts., up to 60% off. Carpet
samples, $.35-$.85-$1.50. Gerhardt Floors. 1358
W. Broadway. 542-2243.________________21-15

OREGON-BOUND FOR Thanksgiving? I need a ride
to Portland leaving 24th or 25th and returning on
the 26th. Call Kathy at 243-4846 late evening.
_______________________________________22-4

NEED EXPERIENCE? Apply for a position on the
U.C. Bookstore Board of Directors and gain
valuable e xperience in de cision-m aking,
cooperation and planning fo r future policy.
Qualifications: full-tim e student w illing to make a
commitment. Please submit name, address, and
telephone number to Bryan Thornton, manager,
at the U.C. Bookstore by Nov. 12,1982. Applicants
w ill be contacted by the current student members.

VITO'S

NO CYANIDE-LACED clothes at "CARLOS." All
healthy/aU V4priced. Sixth & Higgins, noon Til five.
24-2

W inter Quarter Textbooks
will be returned to the
publisher starting

Mon., Nov. 15
BUy Now fo r
Holiday Studying!
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U n iv e rs ity C e n te r
M issou la , M ontana 5 9 8 0 6

Bookstore
Uof M Cam pus
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